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WHERE TRANSFORMATION HAPPENS
PROGRAM OVERVIEW
The Health & Mental Health Concentration prepares students for clinical or macro practice in health or mental health settings by providing specialized knowledge in assessment, intervention, and health & mental health policy. Clinical students who wish to specialize in the area of health will study the psychosocial issues related to illness and the interventions to assist patients and families in coping with these issues. Clinical students specializing in mental health services will focus on treatment with individuals, couples, families, and small groups and develop skills in assessment and intervention that are relevant to the particular problem and cultural context. Macro students will specialize in the leadership and administration of non-profit and public organizations, including transformational approaches to organizational change, financial management, and social innovation.

COURSES + CURRICULA
Detailed course descriptions, requirements and curriculum plans are available on our website.

FIELD PLACEMENTS
Field internship settings offer students diverse practice settings based upon their primary area of interest. Visit our website to see a complete listing of field placement sites and opportunities.

SERVICES + OPPORTUNITIES
We are one of only a few Graduate Social Work programs to have its own Career Services office. We offer a wide range of career services and events as well as a job listings database. The GSSW also has the distinction of being the only school in New England to maintain its own Social Work Library.

FINANCIAL AID
We offer a wide range of scholarships, stipends, and assistantships, and can direct you to loans, fellowships, grants, and work opportunities. Visit our website where you will have access to a scholarship database with the most up to date listing of information on scholarships, grants and fellowships.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
WEBSITE www.bc.edu/socialwork
PHONE 617.552.4024
E-MAIL swadmit@bc.edu